GDP, the measure of the economy’s output, slowed its
growth in the third calendar quarter (the last data point
available), but over the past 12 months, GDP is up
9.8% as compared with 2020. The Atlanta Fed
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now below where it was before the pandemic began.
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existed before the pandemic. By nearly all measures,
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compared with last year, and fully 11% above the
levels of 2019, months before Covid-19 hit the

projects the economy will expand another 7.6% pace in

headlines. As we might expect, e-commerce sales

the fourth quarter of last year. The economy’s output

were materially stronger than in-store sales, with on-

has fully recovered from the ravages of the

line sales up 11% while in-store sales were still up an

NOTE: If you are pressed for time, please

impressive 8.1%. It is hard to find fault with sales

consider reading only the bold.

being so strong.
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pandemic shutdowns. This is validated by many
economic statistics (see chart 3).
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What is even more interesting is that the size of the
economy is larger than it was before the pandemic,
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but many industries are still well below pre-
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pandemic levels. Car sales, for example, are still
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down 22% as compared with 2 years ago (see chart 4).
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S&P 500 earnings are projected to grow nearly 19%
in 2022, after an increase of 48% in 2021 as compared

to create more pent-up demand as spring begins to

with 2020 (see chart 5). Corporate earnings are

blossom.

currently more than 19% higher than they were at the

end of 2019. Once again, the data shows an economy
that has more than fully recovered from Covid. As

Strong economic growth combined with solid

we look ahead through 2022, we see very little that

earnings growth should create a good environment

will disrupt the economic momentum that the

for stocks in 2022. There are a few reasons to be

economy has as this year begins. Yes, the dramatic

somewhat cautious as we peer deep into the crystal

increase in the number of Covid infections from the

ball. First, markets have had an extraordinary run over

newfangled omicron variant will cause growth to slow

the past 10 years. The S&P 500 has grown at a

as we look into January and February, but this is likely

compounded rate of nearly 16.6% over the past 10
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years, and growth stocks are up an astonishing 19.3%
per year over the same period. Over the past 33 years,
the S&P has grown at 11.35% per year, so the recent
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returns may suggest a market that has already
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discounted expectations for strong economic
growth combined with strong earnings expansion.
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operations. Finally, in the fourth quarter of last year,

nearly as extended as large-cap stocks, and the asset

the Fed decided to reduce the liquidity it was adding

classes that look particularly attractive represent

into the system. More recently, the Fed decided to

the international developed markets and the

quicken its pace, and eliminate all added liquidity by

international emerging markets. According to JP

the end of the first quarter of the new year. This is a

Morgan’s estimates, international stocks price-to-

sea-change for the Fed who has been supporting the

earnings ratio are historically cheap as compared with

market with extraordinary funding activities for

history while dividend yields are also higher than

nearly two years.

average. These may be asset classes worth increasing
exposure to.

The Federal Reserve governors are now also
expected to raise interest rates several times this
year, and projections suggest several more rate
hikes in 2023 and again in 2024 (see chart 7). Typically

Another reason for a modicum of caution is a policy
change from the Federal Reserve. The Fed
immediately cut interest rates and added significant
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economy improved, there was increasing criticism
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that the Fed should end their emergency-era
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the Fed raises interest rates when they desire to wring
some excesses from the economy. This is usually
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companies to produce goods wherever costs could

around the globe are dealing with strong economies

be minimized. Employees were unable to ask for

and rising inflationary pressures, and interest rates

higher wages for fear that their jobs would be

have begun to increase in other countries as well.

outsourced to Mexico, Vietnam, or China. Every part,
sub-assembly, or component could be sourced
anywhere, and delivered to manufacturing facilities

The Fed also finds itself in a bit of a self-inflicted

“just-in-time” for production needs. Globalization kept

bind over its inflation policy. As the economy

costs down and prevented wages from rising. This

transitioned during the Covid pandemic, many

was an important component in keeping inflation

inflationary pressures were created. The Fed

low.

suggested these pressures were “transitory.” While

Like so many things that changed during the

many pressures may be somewhat transitory, the Fed

pandemic, globalization was one casualty. Perhaps it

erred by neglecting to express sufficient concern over

is appropriate to acknowledge that globalization

rising inflation.

became less popular, especially around the time that

Inflation is a complex subject that is the basis for many

Donald Trump became President. It was even more

a Ph.D. thesis (see chart 8). How is it that we so

apparent that companies would need to consider

quickly transitioned from a consistently low-inflation

secondary sources for the goods they were importing

world to one where inflationary pressures are

from places where tariffs had been enacted.

causing grief for central bankers around the globe?

Whatever the trend, the pandemic accelerated the

Low inflation over the past many years was the

pressure against globalization. Compounding

product of many trends that converged to keep

pressures on manufacturers was a shortage of

inflation pressures under control. Perhaps most

employees. Aging demographics allowed some

important was globalization which permitted

workers to retire, while other workers were
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supported by policies that provided enhanced

Used car prices have also contributed significantly

unemployment benefits combined with eviction

to inflationary pressures. Used car prices have

moratoriums. Others could not return to the

increased due to a shortage of semiconductors

workforce until a secure provider of childcare could

used for new car production. Without new cars in

be obtained. Still others found different

inventory, buyers have had no other option but to

employment opportunities.

purchase used cars, While it may take several
more quarters, semiconductor production will

The critical factor of the labor shortage was that

ultimately expand to meet demand and new car

pricing power shifted from the employer who

production will once again be sufficient. Used car

threatened to move jobs offshore to the

price increase may be another reason that some

employee. Higher wages were required to attract a

inflationary pressures will ultimately be transitory.

sufficient number of workers. The benefits of lower
labor costs from globalization are ending right

One of the most powerful forces keeping inflation

before our eyes. Perhaps another contributing

low has been technological innovation. The first

factor was the fact that minimum wages had not

time the human genome was sequenced took more

kept pace with inflation. These pressures finally

than 10 years and cost more than $1 billion. Now

came to a head at the same time that companies

anyone can provide a saliva sample and receive a

were unable to hire a sufficient number of works to

genomic report for around $100. Some people

meet demand. Wage pressures will continue to

have even asked for a DNA report on their pets.

add to inflationary pressures for several quarters,

This is an example of technological innovation

or perhaps even several years.

leading to lower inflation, but it is surely not the
only one.

Some inflationary pressures will prove to be
transitory. Oil prices collapsed during the

The long-term inflation outlook remains

pandemic as no one was driving or flying and

favorable, supported by the deflationary

factories were not operating. Now that economic

pressures of technological innovation. It seems

activity is returning to more normal levels, the

clear that innovation has not stopped. Further,

demand for energy has also returned to more

does anyone really think that the pace of

sustainable rates. The price of oil more than

innovation will slow? We continue to believe that

doubled in 2021. The question is whether oil prices

long-term inflationary pressures will remain

will double again in 2022? If a barrel of oil goes

contained, but that the current bout of inflation

from $75 to $90, that will be a 20% increase, but far

may last for several quarters or perhaps a couple

less than the more than 100% increase we

of years. Ultimately we expect inflation will

witnessed last year. Oil prices that increase by only

return to long-term low levels. The implied

20% will actually reduce inflationary pressures

inflation rate by analyzing inflation indexed treasury

(inflation accounting is weird…).

bonds supports our belief that the long-term
outlook for inflation remains contained (see chart 9).
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trying to cure. Higher interest rates will make it
more difficult to make capital investments to
increase production, including building new
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semiconductor fabrication plants.
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The Fed’s normal tools for fighting inflation will
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actually not work in the current environment.
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Supply chain bottlenecks are one of the many
causes for increased inflation. Shortages of

In an environment where inflation will remain

products and components have pushed prices

elevated, and where the Fed has indicated its intent

higher, especially as demand has remained robust,

to regularly raise interest rates, we must review the

and in some cases has increased. As we

potential return from fixed income (bond)

mentioned, the Fed is using the tools it has to help

investments. Higher interest rates will cause

reduce inflationary pressures. To be fair, the Fed

bond prices to decline. (As interest rates increase,

has done an admirable job with a very limited set of

outstanding bonds become less attractive because

tools. The Fed can add liquidity into the economy,

newer bonds offer higher coupons. In order to

or remove liquidity. The Fed can also increase or

attract buyers, the price of existing bonds goes

decrease the rate that it charges banks for very

down until the return from these securities matches

short-term borrowing, called the Fed Funds rate.

the returns available from newer bonds with larger

All other interest rates are actually set as the

coupons.)

market finds an equilibrium between the

Most clients typically seek a balance between

government’s sale of treasury bonds and investors’

stocks and bonds, using stocks for long-term

demand for those bonds.

capital appreciation, and using bonds to generate

Currently there is a severe mismatch between

current income to cover living expenses, and also

inflationary pressures caused by supply chain

because bonds tend to perform well when stocks

disruptions and the Fed’s usual tools to fight an

are struggling. If interest rates are likely to

economy that is too hot and is causing

increase, and bond prices are likely to fall, how

inflationary pressures. Raising interest rates will

do we justify an allocation to bonds?

most certainly not help with supply chain issues. In

We acknowledge that returns from bonds will be

fact, raising interest rates may actually

lower than they have been over the past. We also

exacerbate the very supply chain problems it is
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recognize that bonds have historically provided

valuations are much more attractive. The Fed will

positive returns when stocks are at their lowest

continue to reduce the liquidity it feeds into the

point during the year. This is the benefit of

system, and will raise interest rates regularly

diversification. Bonds help protect portfolios

during the coming year. Those actions are likely

when stocks are down (see chart 10).

to increase volatility, but are unlikely to derail the
bull market that has continued since the
pandemic bottom.
Interest rates are likely to rise, and that will
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reduce the upside potential from bonds, but
bonds still provide some diversification benefits.
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working with every client to help meet or exceed
your long-term investment objectives. If you have
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objectives have changed in any way, please

In a strong economy with little risk of recession,

contact us. From all of us, we wish you a New Year

we see high yield bonds and other corporate debt

filled with good health, good friends, and good

instruments as some of the best alternatives in

times. Stay well, stay safe, and stay sane.

fixed income markets. High yield bonds, in
particular, offer higher levels of income, and also

Bennett Gross CFA, CAIA
Chief Investment Officer

tend to do well in periods of economic growth. We
are increasing allocations to corporate and high
yield bonds at this time to help offset the potential
losses from higher interest rates.

In summary, we see an economy with strength

DISCLOSURES:

that has been underestimated by many. We

This material is provided for informational purposes only
and is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast,
research or investment advice, and is not a
recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any
securities or to adopt any investment strategy.

expect strong economic growth to continue.
Strong growth should support solid corporate
earnings growth, and that is a good backdrop for

Securities are offered through Sanctuary Securities, Inc.,
member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory products are
offered through Sanctuary Advisors, LLC an investment
advisor registered with the SEC. InnoVise Family Wealth
Advisors LLC is not a law firm, accounting firm, registered
broker-dealer or registered investment advisor. Please
contact us for additional information.

stock investors.
Some categories of stocks seem somewhat overextended, but there are other areas where
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